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SUNDAYS, 10:30 AM - 11:30 AM
IN THE LIBRARY CONFERENCE ROOM
TORAH STUDY: THE WORLD’S OLDEST BOOK CLUB
Rabbi Stephanie Alexander
Check the KKBE calendar at kkbe.org for specific dates.

Casual and conversational, join us for an ongoing
discussion of the foundational text of Jewish thought and
practice. Each session we pick up where we left off –
reading and discussing the Torah paragraphby-paragraph, verse-by-verse. No Hebrew required;
bring your own edition of the Torah or use ours. All are
welcome, anytime!
Thursday, January 31 at 7:30 pm

THREE RABBI PANEL: JEWISH VIEWS ON
SEXUALITY
CofC Yaschik/Arnold Jewish Studies Center,
96 Wentworth Street, Charleston
Rabbi Greg Kanter, Rabbi Adam Rosenbaum
and Rabbi Michael Davies

“One should know that sexual union is holy and pure”
writes the 13th-century Kabbalist and biblical
commentator Nachmanides in his Holy Epistle, “when it
is done as it should be, at the time it should be, and with
proper intent.” Indeed, Jewish tradition considers sexual
intimacy to be an act of holiness well beyond the
commandment to "be fruitful and multiply," as through
intercourse husband and wife become partners with God
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in creation. Of course, contemporary views of sexuality
are far different, with Freud’s century-old radical views
now themselves dated. Sexuality has been largely
naturalized, and its relationship to procreation and
marriage weakened and transformed.
How, if at all, has Judaism’s understanding of sexuality
changed in modern times and with the relatively recent
advent of denominational Judaism? How does each
movement understand the obligations, restrictions and
opportunities of sexual expression and identity? How, if
at all, have denominations shifted to be inclusive of those
who engage in traditionally forbidden forms of sexual
practice?
Join with Jewish Studies and members of the community
as Rabbis Greg Kanter (KKBE), Adam J. Rosenbaum
(Emanu-El), and Michael Davies (Dor Tikvah) answer
these questions.
Sunday, February 10 at 3:00 pm
WHAT DO KKBE AND ZION PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH HAVE IN COMMON? THOSE THAT
BUILT THEM!
Dr. Barry Stiefel and Dr. Nathaniel Walker
Come join a discussion about the builder David Lopez
and the enslaved craftsmen who enabled him to leave
behind a great legacy of religious architecture in
Charleston. This legacy reveals shared history between
Jews and Christians in Charleston and three places of
worship - KKBE, Second Presbyterian, and Zion
Presbyterian Church (now Zion-Olivet Church).
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Participants are invited to join a complimentary tour of
KKBE’s historic sanctuary and museum at 2:15 pm.
Dr. Barry L. Stiefel is Associate Professor of Historic
Preservation and Community Planning, Urban Studies
Programs at the College of Charleston.
Dr. Nathaniel R. Walker is Assistant Professor of
Architectural History at the College of Charleston.

THURSDAY EVENINGS AT KKBE
Refreshments at 6:45 pm
7:00 PM CLASSES

February 7
“TO TILL AND TO TEND:” A JEWISH RESPONSE
TO CLIMATE CHANGE
Dr. Stewart Weinberg and Rabbi Greg Kanter
Judaism has always understood the natural world to be a
sacred gift, and our tending to the earth a sacred
partnership. In this session, Rabbi Kanter will share texts
that highlight our responsibilities and Dr. Stewart
Weinberg will guide us to understand more fully the
environmental crisis we currently face and how, together,
we can solve it. Gain the skills and knowledge to shape
public opinion, influence policy, and inspire our
community to act at this critical time. Participants always
ask: “What can I do?” Learn about a small group initiative
that will utilize David Gershon’s “Low Carbon Diet,”
empowering individuals, families, and our congregation
to save money, save energy, save the planet, and be part
of the solution.
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Dr. Weinberg is the Climate lead for South Carolina with
Organizing for Action, and a member of the Climate
Reality Leadership Corps.
February 14 - no class
February 21
THE INSPIRATIONAL LIFE AND LOCAL LEGACY
OF JULIUS ROSENWALD
Rabbi Stephanie Alexander and Dr. Alan Nussbaum
Julius Rosenwald was one of the
preeminent philanthropists of the
early 20th century, in any religious
tradition. Fueled by deep pride in
his Jewish identity and guided by
the teachings and work of Reform
Rabbi Emil Hirsch at Chicago Sinai
congregation, Rosenwald remains
an especially inspirational and
compelling figure for the Jewish
community
throughout
the
generations. In this session, Rabbi Alexander will share
background on Rosenwald’s approach to philanthropy
and his particular emphasis on supporting the African
American community. Dr. Nussbaum will share his
photographic efforts to document the Rosenwald School
that remains in nearby St. George, SC, as well as the
work currently underway to restore the building for new
use in the community.
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February 28
KOSHER FOR PASSOVER
Rabbi Moshe Davis
Sometime in early spring, the
frenzy begins: Where to find
Kosher for Passover products in
Charleston, SC?! We search grocery
store shelves high and low for the familiar boxes and jars
from Manischewitz and Streit’s — but what exactly does
that all important “Kosher for Passover” designation
mean? In this session, Rabbi Moshe Davis, rabbi of
BSBI, will share an overview of Passover’s extensive
dietary laws: What makes a manufactured product
Kosher for Passover? How does one go about kashering
one’s kitchen for the holiday? Why do some Jews sell
their chametz for the duration of the Pesach, and how do
they do it?
And good news: Hopefully finding those Passover foods
this year will be significantly easier! Rabbi Davis and
BSBI are working to make a number of Kosher for
Passover products available by pre-order. And Marcie
Rosenberg, of Dining In catering, will once again sell
prepared foods. Order forms for both will be available at
the program.
March 7
JEWISH CHARLESTON: A VIRTUAL TOUR
Dale Rosengarten and Harlan Greene
Come to KKBE to take the just finished virtual tour of
Jewish Charleston with "tour guides" Dale Rosengarten
and Harlan Greene of College of Charleston Special
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Collections of the Marlene and Nathan Addlestone
Library who will be unveiling the new web exhibit
"Mapping Jewish Charleston" documenting the Jewish
presence in the city.
They will bring a "treasure" from the KKBE archives now
housed at the College of Charleston, too
March 14
SMALL STATE, BIG INFLUENCE: BEHIND THE
SCENES OF ISRAEL’S MOST DEVELOPED
SECTOR
Shai Bibas
Shai Bibas is Charleston’s Israel Shaliach (Emissary).
During his two years in residence, he will work with
synagogues, churches, schools, youth, and adults to
bring new dimensions to our understanding of Israel. In
this program, he will share his own story to illuminate
Israel’s emphasis on self-empowerment and how that
value takes shape in Israel’s cutting-edge science and
technology sector. Shai has degrees in chemistry and
biology from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Prior to
moving to Charleston, Shai worked in a lab where he
invented a potential treatment for lung cancer; and
worked for TEVA, the largest pharmaceutical company in
Israel, and one of the seven largest in the world.
March 21
TEXT STUDY: TIKKUN OLAM IN THE MISHNAH
Rabbi Stephanie Alexander
Before “Tikkun Olam” became a catchall phrase to cover
all good and charitable deeds, before it was used in
mystical parlance to refer to restoring God’s wholeness,
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even before it entered the early
rabbinic liturgy of Aleinu — before all
of that, the words Tikkun Olam first
appeared in the Mishnah around
the year 200 C.E. There they meant
something quite specific: the need to
reform Jewish law when it threatened
to further marginalize those who were
already vulnerable. Who were those groups? How was
Jewish law changed? And how might tracing “Tikkun
Olam” back to its original sources help to inform and
guide our justice work today?
March 28
CAN WE CHANGE THE COURSE OF ART HISTORY?
Janet and Bruce Berg
Two prominent Dutch art dealer
brothers were forced to sell their
masterpieces to the Nazis at a
fraction of their value. They
endured endless negotiating
before the Rembrandt passed
hands at the last moment and
their family boarded a train,
wondering if the doors would
open to their freedom or to the
death camps.
Bruce Berg is related to the brothers who had to
relinquish their art, and Janet Berg has written the book,
Rembrandt's Shadow. Janet will have copies of her book
available for sale that evening. Their book is available on
Amazon as well.
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THURSDAY EVENINGS AT KKBE
Refreshments at 6:45 pm
8:00 PM CLASSES
February 7- March 28 (no class on February 14)
B’NAI MITZVAH CLASS
Rabbi Stephanie Alexander
In these eight weeks, we will learn about the reading and
study of Torah in the context of a Shabbat morning
service. Topics will include how a Torah scroll is made,
cantillation (the system of marks which gives punctuation
and melody to the chanting of Torah), the cycle of reading
Torah, and how to prepare a D’var Torah (a teaching from
the Torah). By the end of eight weeks, students will each
be assigned at least 3 verses to chant from Torah, and
begin work on a brief D’var Torah, to share with the
congregation during the Adult B’nai Mitzvah service to be
held on Shavuot, Sunday, June 9, 2019 at 10 am.
(Please note: Participation in the Fall 2018 semester is a
prerequisite for this class.)
February 7- March 28 (no class on February 14)
OPENING THE COVENANT: A JEWISH
THEOLOGY OF CHRISTIANITY
Dr. Michael S. Kogan
Based upon the themes in Dr. Kogan’s book, after which
the course is titled, this class will offer an in-depth
presentation and analysis of the theologies of Judaism
and Christianity. How does each faith view the natures of
the Divine and the human, creation, redemption, the
freedom or bondage of the human will, sin, repentance,
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faith, good deeds, the Scriptures, prayer, miracles,
orthodoxy vs. progressivism, etc.
The course will also examine church and synagogue
statements of mutual reconciliation and affirmation
issued during the historic Christian-Jewish dialogue of
the last half century. This dialogue has revolutionized
relations between the two faiths after an estrangement of
two thousand years.
It is suggested, but not required, that students purchase
Dr. Kogan’s book and read along as the course unfolds.
It is available in the Temple gift shop.
Dr. Michael Kogan is Professor Emeritus of Philosophy
and Religion at Montclair State University and a member
of the KKBE Board of Trustees.
March 7, 14 and 21
A TASTE OF JUDAISM
Rabbi Greg Kanter
Puzzled about Judaism?
Part of an interfaith
relationship and want to
learn more? Born Jewish,
but it's been a while?
Interested in conversion to
Judaism? Or just want to learn about Judaism? If so,
KKBE is opening its doors to the community for a "Taste
of Judaism" class. This engaging class on Jewish
spirituality, ethics, and community is designed for the
curious beginner. Everyone is welcome. You don’t have
to be Jewish to be curious. Individuals from all faith
backgrounds are welcome. We ask you to register so we
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can save you a seat! Enjoy three classes on the modern
Jewish take on spirituality, values, and community. Our
classes are dynamic and interactive; our teacher is
accessible, engaging, and can answer any and all of your
questions.

Save The Date
November 4-15, 2020
KKBE TRIP TO SPAIN WITH
RABBI ALEXANDER

Explore the rich Jewish history and
culture of Madrid, Toledo, Córdoba,
Lucena, Granada, Barcelona, and more!
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Thank You
Thank you to the
HELLMAN FAMILY FUND
for supporting
Lifelong Learning at KKBE
Thank you to the
ADDLESTONE/REGENBOGEN FAMILIES
ADULT EDUCATION FUND,
CREATED IN LOVING MEMORY
OF THEIR PARENTS AND BROTHERS:
Hyman Addlestone
Harold Regenbogen
Jeannette Addlestone
Laura Regenbogen
Arthur Addlestone
Howard Regenbogen

INTERIOR ORIGINAL SYNAGOGUE
Painted by Solomon N. Carvalho
ERECTED 1794, DESTROYED BY FIRE 1838

